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Allegation 

 

On October 19, 2017, the Office of the Inspector General received a reported allegation of abuse from Ada 

S. McKinley Community Services.  It is alleged that XXXXX pushed XXXXX and called her a bitch, 

retarded and threatened to kick her ass.  

 

 

Synopsis 

 

XXXXX initially stated she was pushed to the floor by XXXXX and grabbed and bruised her arm.  The 

pushing was supported by XXXXX, who was consistent about seeing this in two OIG interviews, but not 

the grabbing part of her statement.  However, in a follow up interview, XXXXX changed her account by 

saying cannot see (XXXXX is blind and was not sure if XXXXX ever pushed her or if it was someone 

else).  No other witness observed XXXXX being pushed and XXXXX denied pushing her and said XXXXX 

stumbled and fell to the floor.  Also, XXXXX did not have any injuries consistent with her physical abuse 

allegations when examined by XXXXX.  XXXXX gave multiple consistent accounts to her supervision and 

OIG that from the office she heard XXXXX loudly cursing words to the effect, “I will beat your ass 

[expletive deleted].”  When she was in the dining room she saw XXXXX on the floor and XXXXX was 

standing over XXXXX with plastic pumpkin in her hand drawn back ready to hit her.  She also heard 

XXXXX cursing at XXXXX, calling her [expletive deleted] and whore, saying, “[Expletive deleted] that 

[expletive deleted]. That’s why that retard [expletive deleted] is gonna die here.”  When XXXXX picked 

up her house shoe to throw it at XXXXX, XXXXX said, “Throw it [expletive deleted] and I’m going to 

[expletive deleted] you up.”  XXXXX threw it and missed towards XXXXX and XXXXX threw it back at 

XXXXX, but it hit XXXXX in the face.  XXXXX recalled XXXXX told her that her mother had died, twice 

said “your momma” and called her retarded and a [expletive deleted].  XXXXX also heard XXXXX say, 

“your mama,” to XXXXX and threatened to hit XXXXX, but did not hit her.  XXXXX denied all aspects 

of the allegation made against her. 

 

Findings 

 

Based on the facts in this case the following was concluded.  The allegation of physical abuse against 

XXXXX is unsubstantiated. The allegation of mental abuse against XXXXX is substantiated.  

 

Recommendations 

 

The Office of the Inspector General recommends the following: Ada S. McKinley provide photographs and 

photo logs on allegations of physical abuse when injuries are alleged as required by Rule 50.  


